Events, Launches, Announcements & Demos
TUESDAY 21 JUNE
Time
Company
1000
Opening Ceremony
1000

1000

Commercial Marine
Conference

Location
Golden Arrow
Marine Restaurant

Conference Room 2

1030
for Heila 			
1100

Brimmond

Q78

Volvo Penta

B9

1100

Berthon

VA32

1130

Ocean Safety

B45

1130
1200

MoD & DIT Session
Sea Sure and SHOCK-WBV

Conference Room 1
G75

1230

Reygar

B59

1245

The Civil Engineering
Contractors Association
(CECA)

Hefring Marine

1300

P&D Marine Services

1330

Goodchild Marine

1400

HST

34

Opening ceremony for the 23rd edition of Seawork

Conference Room 1/
Online Session
Get Set for Workboat 2050 - Hydrogen and Clean Growth 		
opportunities - is there a place for hydrogen in the
decarbonisation roadmap for the workboat sector?

The Civil Engineering
Contractors Association
(CECA)

1300

Description 				

CECA - Sector Group Meeting for CECA Flood & Marine Group		
Sector Group Meeting for CECA Flood & Marine Group (CECA
members only) including a networking lunch.
Heila Marine Cranes - Newly exclusive UK & Ireland distributors
Marine Cranes.
Demonstration - MHO vessel - MHO-Co’s new crew transfer 		
vessel CTV will be demonstrating the novel technology onboard,
diesel-electric operation, low fuel consumption Dynamic 		
Positioning System-mode and new Human Machine 		
Interface (HMI).
Neander engines - Berthon Power will now add to its portfolio 		
the sale of the world’s only 50hp diesel outboard Neander 		
Dtorque 50. Prime applications motor, the for the Neander
outboard are in the commercial offshore military, fishing, 		
aquaculture, rescue and charter-marine sectors. 			
Ocean SOLAS Ellipse Liferaft - Ocean Safety will be launching 		
an exciting new extension to its commercial marine 		
liferaft range, offering CTVs, tugboats, ferries and workboats
a greater choice when selecting or replacing liferafts 		
to meet safety requirements and regulations.
MoD Procurement and DIT overview
SHOCK-WBV L SERIES suspension seat - Designed engineered
& manufactured in Southampton UK, SHOCK-WBV’s new Long 		
travel suspension seat, the “L Series”, is set to shake up the 		
marine suspension seat market. The L series features the most 		
advanced FOX Float shock absorber to ever be used on a 		
marine suspension seat.
BareBOAT ‘seatrial’ monitoring soln - BareBOAT–Seatrial is a 		
wireless engine monitoring solution that eliminates the need 		
for personnel to enter machinery spaces during commissioning/ 		
sea-trials of Rolls-Royce. Solutions mtu branded engines. 		
It offers safety benefits for commissioning engineers, speeds up
commissioning and improves the quality of sea-trial data. 		

Conference Room 2/
Online Session
CECA - Infrastructure Associated with the Marine Environment
This session will deliver speaker presentations + a panel 		
discussion representing Freeports (Solent Freeport), investment,
and development in the region. This session will be open to both
member and non-members.”
F5
Digital helm - Hefring Marine digitizes helmsmanship in boats 		
with intelligent decision-support and actionable insights.
The solution helps operators and managers make better 		
decisions to ensure a safe, and efficient vessel operation,
improves situation awareness, reduce risk of human 		
errors, optimize fuel consumption and reduce life cycle cost.
Seawork marina
P&D Waste Rover - Compact in size, the remote-controlled P&D
Waste Rover waste collector can easily access hard-to-reach 		
shallow areas, powered by LiFePO4 batteries the unit is
emission free.
VA51
ORC 9 Boat Contract - Pilot Vessel “Mayflower” is part of a
£9 million investment by Associated British Ports. The first of
three vessels for Southampton with IMO Tier III engines she is 		
faster and delivers a 40% fuel saving through an innovative 		
forward ‘beak’ and double chine hull design.
Q27
HST Ella - HST Ella, built in the UK by Isle of Wight yard Diverse 		
Marine, the catamaran’s unique hybrid propulsion system drives
a high-performance changeable pitch propeller (CPP) system.  
At low speeds, this allows for silent, zero emissions operation,
enabling compliance with port air quality requirements.
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Boatchecks marine software - The digital logbook solution for 		
small commercial vessels and domestic passenger vessels. The
software uses a mobile phone app to enable crew to undertake
safety and outine maintenance checks to report back to 		
a desktop interface. The software complies with the 		
relevant vessel type regulations.
Demonstration - MHO vessel - MHO-Co’s new crew transfer 		
vessel CTV will be demonstrating the novel technology onboard,
diesel-electric operation, low fuel consumption Dynamic 		
Positioning System-mode and new Human Machine 		
Interface (HMI).

1430

Boatchecks

E161

1500

Volvo Penta

B9

1500

ORE Catapult

1500

SeaMachines

1530

Izmir Shipyard

1600

Norcom Technology

1630

Manor Marine

1800

Mercator Media

Conference Room 2/
Online Session
ORE Catapult & European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) Ltd -		
TIGER Supply Chain event: Tidal energy opportunities for supply
chain in the Channel region
Q62
Remote command from stand Q62 of autonomous
vessel in US waters - AI-ris is Sea Machines’ proprietary system
to classify & track targets via optical sensors (day light video
cameras) using computer vision and artificial intelligence;
augmenting existing marine sensor technologies,
enabling greater performance via a passive (non-emitting)
sensor capable of achieving new levels of situational awareness.
VA39
1Z 865 HDPE - IZ 865 HDPE boat provides excellent stability 		
and high performance even in rough sea conditions 		
due to its twin HDPE hull structure; offering very high safety
standards, indestructible and unsinkable, withstanding hits and 		
impacts. It will even stop the boat from running aground.
E145
SeaTrak - Thames AIS compliant - SeaTrak electronic charting 		
software runs on any PC or Windows tablet, updated to comply
with Thames AIS. SeaTrak can be used with detailed electronic 		
charts of the Thames as well as electronic charts covering
western Europe and further afield.
Q43
Embargoed announcement
Embargoed announcement
Golden Arrow
Marine Restaurant
The European Commercial Marine Awards (ECMAs) The European Commercial Marine Awards (ECMAs),
incorporating the Innovations Showcase Category Awards, 		
attracts entries from across Europe, recognises the depth 		
of excellence in commercial marine and celebrates 		
the outstanding individuals and innovative companies 		
that comprise this vibrant and productive industry sector.

WEDNESDAY 22 JUNE
0900
Commercial Marine
Conference

1000

The Civil Engineering
Contractors Association
(CECA)

1000

Simplex Engineering

1030

Amco Veba Marine

1100

RS Electric Boats

1100

Proteum

Seawork 2022 Catalogue

Conference Room 1/
Online Session
Commercial Marine Conference - Uncrewed Surface Vessels 		
(USV’s) - USV’s Growing Role in the Commercial Marine Market.
Paid delegate attendance
CECA - Sector Group Meeting for CECA Environment Group - 		
Sector Group Meeting for CECA Environment Group (CECA
members only) including a networking lunch.
D55
Delta-Xero - nano filtration technology - The unique nano 		
filtration technology from Delta-Xero, extends your oil service 		
life ten-fold. Using the patented capillary media, your oil will be 		
cleaner than when it was first installed.
Q54
Hyva 40 TM family model addition to new generation line Amco Veba Marine has added the 40tm family to its successful 		
NEW GENERATION Line cranes. A structured design and build 		
process, from concept to field operation, has created these NEW
GENERATION cranes which cover all possible applications.”
VA41
Partnership agreement with Cheetah Marine - Following the
succesful launch of the Pulse 63 electric RIB, RS Electric Boats 		
is bolstering its electric boat offering by partnering with Cheetah
Marine International. The pair will work together to develop a 		
new range of EV-ready workboats and aims to accelerate the 		
evolution of dependable electric boats for commercial and 		
leisure use.”
		
distributed by Proteum is built for commercial appplications 		
with up to 60% better fuel economy and than a petrol 		
outboard and with longer servive intervals.

Conference Room 2
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1100

Volvo Penta

B9

1130

Goodchild Marine

D47

1200

Oscar Navigation

D19

1230

Rupert Ribs

VB04

1245

The Civil Engineering
Contractors Association
(CECA)

Demonstration - MHO vessel - MHO-Co’s new crew transfer 		
vessel CTV will be demonstrating the novel technology onboard,
diesel-electric operation, low fuel consumption Dynamic 		
Positioning System-mode and new Human Machine
Interface (HMI).
Briggs Marine Contract Announcement - A contract award by 		
Briggs Marine for an ORC 121 pilot vessel. Briggs Marine’s sixth 		
ORC Pilot Boat will be fully road transportable and available for 		
charter to ports around the UK. This represents a continuing 		
business relationship between these two successful companies.
OSCAR Sentry - OSCAR Sentry offers an intelligent alarm system
for both collision avoidance and for approaching objects when 		
at anchor, increasing safety in all conditions. By recognizing and
tracking floating persons, OSCAR Sentry can support SAR
efforts and MOB recovery.
Rupert Ribs - The Rupert-R series is a collection of Rigid 		
Inflatable Boats for versatile open-water trips to handle 		
everything from calm days to stormy seas. The RIB design is 		
light, high-performance and dependable, and the Rupert-R
represents more than two decades of refinement.			
Rupert’s expertise is based on experience building professional 		
boats for international clientele.

Conference Room 2/
Online Session
CECA - Responding to the Climate Challenge - This session will
deliver speaker presentations + a panel discussion representing 		
HVO Fuels and Low Carbon Concrete and innovation within 		
the civils marine environment.
VB02
Zelim: Swift Rescue Conveyor - The patented overboard rescue
conveyor capable of rapid mass casualty rescue. Developed
by experienced search and rescue personnel it recovers people,
whether conscious or unconscious in any orientation, in less than
10 seconds. Rapidly deployable, the Swift is operated by a single
button. by a single person with no manual handling required.
B67
Launch of the Shakespeare Dorsal Aerial - Dave Manasseh
from Shakespeare will introduce the Shakespeare Dorsal 		
Aerial on the SMG stand
Demonstration - Ultraguard Antifouling - Explanation of the
process that Ultraguard uses to prevent biofouling without 		
the use of chemicals or biocide.
A27
Doosan Tier III marine engines - Launch of the new DOOSAN
Tier III marine engines and SCR systems

1300

Zelim

1330

SMG

1330

Ultraguard Antifouling

1400

Watermota

1400

British Tugowners Association
and the Workboat Association Conference Room 1/
Online Session
Workboat Association Safety Forum in partnership with the 		
British Tug owners Association - Join the British Tugowners
Association and the Workboat Association to discuss and learn 		
more about MOB Recovery. Having drafted an industry guidance
document on MOB Recovery the associations invite all Seawork
attendees, especially anyone with MOB expert knowledge, or 		
user/purchase experience of equipment.
Landau
E51
Launch of new blast and spray facility - New blast and spray
facility at Marchwood Military Port with state of the
art equipment
Artemis
F52
11m foiling workboat - Earlier this year, Artemis Technologies 		
launched the world’s first 100% electric foiling Workboat, a
technology demonstrator of the transformative Artemis eFoiler®
system, which offers maritime operators commercially viable
emission free solutions. It has varying applications within 		
workboat, passenger ferry, crew transfer and leisure sectors.
Volvo Penta
B9
Demonstration - MHO vessel - MHO-Co’s new crew transfer
vessel CTV will be demonstrating the novel technology onboard,
diesel-electric operation, low fuel consumption Dynamic 		
Positioning System-mode and new Human Machine
Interface (HMI).
Yacht Brokers, Designers &
Surveyors Association
(YBDSA)
Conference Room 2 YBDSA
Small craft surveyor’s forum

1430
1500

1500

1500
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1530

Selene Marine

E133

			

1600

1600

1700

Women in Marine Industry

Maritime & Coastguard
Agency

Conference Room 1

Cardboard Boat Regatta

Seawork Marina

THURSDAY 23 JUNE
0900
Maritime UK

0900

Maritime Journal
VIP Lounge

Commercial Marine
Conference

MCA New Workboat Code Update - An insight into the 		
development of the Codes of Practice for Small
Commercial Vessels.
The Cardboard Boat Regatta, sponsored by Knighthood Marine

Conference Room 1/
Online Session

Seawork

1030
1100

Goodchild Marine
Dacoma

D47
VB05

1500

Volvo Penta

B9

1130

Propspeed

A25

1400

MSE International

Conference Room 1/
Online Session

1500

Volvo Penta

B9

Seawork 2022 Catalogue

Seawork’s Women in Marine Industry event returns in person 		
for Seawork2022. - Join our inspirational speakers as they share
their stories, their challenges, and their achievements. The event
offers women in the commercial marine industry an opportunity
to share career experiences and know-how, renew and expand 		
networks, and hear about key industry developments.

Conference Room 2/
Online Session

Maritime Training &
Careers Day

1030

Marine software fleet management - Selene Marine’s Fleet
Management Solution (FMS) is a Class NK type approved, webbased and highly secure ship management tool. Designed by 		
ship managers, for ship managers, FMS offers the best of
technological advancement and real-world experience in a
cost-effective and functional platform.
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